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SUMMARY
The ubiquitin-proteasome system plays a critical role in biology by regulating protein degradation. Despite
their importance, precise recognition specificity is known for a few of the 600 E3s. Here, we establish a
two-pronged strategy for identifying and mapping critical residues of internal degrons on a proteome-scale
in HEK-293T cells. We employ global protein stability profiling combined with machine learning to identify
15,800 peptides likely to contain sequence-dependent degrons.We combine this with scanningmutagenesis
to define critical residues for over 5,000 predicted degrons. Focusing on Cullin-RING ligase degrons, we
generated mutational fingerprints for 219 degrons and developed DegronID, a computational algorithm
enabling the clustering of degron peptides with similar motifs. CRISPR analysis enabled the discovery of
E3-degron pairs, of which we uncovered 16 pairs that revealed extensive degron variability and structural de-
terminants. We provide the visualization of these data on the public DegronID data browser as a resource for
future exploration.
INTRODUCTION

Oneof theprimarymechanismsthroughwhichcells regulatesignal

transduction is through protein degradation. By selectively modu-

lating protein degradation, cellular signaling pathways can quickly

adapt to changing environmental conditions. Selective protein

degradation is mainly mediated by proteases, selective auto-

phagy, and the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS), a complex

system involving approximately 600 E3 ubiquitin ligases in mam-

mals that selectively interact and ubiquitinate their substrates.1 It

wasestimated thatat least 80%ofproteindegradation ismediated

by the UPS.2 UPS substrates play crucial roles in nearly all major

cellular processes. Dysregulation of protein degradation is

frequently associated with many pathological disorders, ranging

from cancer and immune pathologies to neurodegeneration.3

In addition to responses to stimuli, constitutive regulation of

protein stability is also important for quality control. Protein mis-

folding is a serious problem for which there are several dedicated

pathways involved in quality control to direct misfolded proteins

for degradation.4 Likewise, cells need mechanisms that can

recognizeproteins that fail to assemble intoproper complexes.5,6

Other areas of quality control include addressing failures in the

proper localization of proteins to subcellular organelles such as
Molecular Cell 83, 3377–3392, Septem
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the mitochondria7 or the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)8 or other

specific membranes9,10 as seen for BAG6 recognition of mislo-

calized signal sequences.8 Although some show regulation

(e.g., the heat shock response), others act constitutively. Consti-

tutively active E3 ligases may recognize masked degrons when

proteins are misfolded or misassembled in complexes, act

upon conformational change or post-translational modification

of their substrate, or tie the abundance of a protein strictly to its

mRNA level, which is regulated in response to some stimuli.

Why are so many different E3s needed for the UPS? Presum-

ably, they have diverse modes of regulation and recognize

distinct substrates.11 However, since the discovery of the first

degron in 1986,12 the number of known degrons has remained

sparse.13 Furthermore, the motifs of many degrons were poorly

characterized, making it challenging to predict E3 substrates us-

ing these sequences. We previously established the global pro-

tein stability (GPS)-peptidome technology and applied it to the

analysis of C-degrons and N-degrons.10,14,15 The simplicity

and position of those degrons allowed them to be defined

computationally. However, such an approach is unable to define

more complex degrons, and therefore, a systematic attempt to

characterize naturally existing internal degrons (position-inde-

pendent degrons) is still lacking.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the

workflow of mapping E3-degron pairs

Overview of the study workflow.
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RESULTS

GPS-peptidome screen for internal degrons
To develop a systematic method to identify internal degrons, we

followed the strategy depicted in Figure 1. First, we designed10,14

anoligonucleotide libraryencodingapeptide tiledacross theentire

human proteome. The library has �470,000 peptides of 28 resi-

dues, overlappedby5 residues. Thepeptidome librarywas cloned

in frame with the C terminus of the GFP reporter. To avoid the un-

wantedartificialC-degronswhen fused to theC terminusofGFP,a

constant20aminoacids lackingknownC-degronswaspositioned

at the C terminus of the library (step 1 of Figure 1; STARMethods).
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For authentic C-terminal degrons, we left

in the natural stop codon to serve as

previously studied controls.14 The cloned

GPS-peptidome library was packaged

into lentivirus and used to infect HEK293T

(American Type Culture Collection [ATCC]

cat# CRL-3216) cells at a low multiplicity

of infection (MOI) and selected using hy-

gromycin resistance (step 1 of Figure 1).

The resulting population was sorted into

6 bins by fluorescence-activated cell

sorting (FACS) according to the stability

of individual GFP-peptide fusions relative

to the DsRed protein, followed by DNA

sequencing to quantify the relative abun-

dance of each GFP-peptide sequence in

each bin. To determine the stability of

each GFP-peptide fusion, we employed

the protein stability index (PSI), which is

calculated as a weighted average score

of each peptide in the 6 bins, with PSI = 1

being the least stable, and PSI = 6 being

the most stable10,14 (Figure S1A). We

focused our analysis on �260,000 pep-

tides (referred toas the260,000peptidome

library) with sufficient reads for high-confi-

dence analysis (Table S2; STARMethods).

Correlation between amino acid
composition and peptide stability
Peptide instability can be sequence-de-

pendent, i.e., based on a defined sequen-

tial pattern of specific residues, or compo-

sition-dependent, i.e., based on the sumof

the individual properties of amino acids,

regardless of the order. We are primarily

interested in the former class and sought

to first identify the class of unstable pep-

tides explained by composition-depen-

dent mechanisms so as to minimize their
contribution to our subsequent analysis. We observed a strong

correlation between peptide amino acid composition and

peptide stability (step 2 of Figure 1; Figure S1B). The number of

amino acids with hydrophobic side chains, except alanine,

negatively correlated with peptide stability. Notably, leucine

showed a striking Pearson correlation coefficient of �0.42

with peptide PSI. The frequency of amino acids with acidic

side chains (glutamic and aspartic acid) and proline positively

correlated with PSI. Glutamic acid demonstrated the most

significant correlation with a Pearson correlation coefficient of

0.35 (p value < 2.2e�16) followed by proline (r = 0.30,

p value < 2.2e�16), aspartic acid (r = 0.23, p value < 2.2e�16),
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serine (r = 0.22, p value < 2.2e�16), glutamine (r = 0.16, p

value < 2.2e�16), and glycine (r = 0.14, p value < 2.2e�16) (step

2 of Figure 1). Alanine, threonine, asparagine, arginine, histidine,

and lysinewere relatively neutral, whereas the remaining larger hy-

drophobics showed a negative correlation with stability. Strong

correlations with instability indicate that particular amino acids

play central roles in general peptide turnover, consistent with pre-

vious qualitative observations.10,14

Combining machine learning predictions and genetic
analysis to identify sequence-dependent degrons
Next, we sought to use this information for the identification of

complex degrons. We previously found neural networks could

beused topredict sequence-dependentdegronmotifs insmall da-

tasets containing C-terminal degrons of 2 amino acids16 but were

unable to easily identify rarer and more complex degrons in larger

datasets. We took a two-pronged approach to identifying

sequence-specific degrons. First, we predicted peptides whose

stabilities were composition-dependent. Second, we focused on

thosepeptideswhosestabilitiescouldnotbepredictedbycompo-

sition alone and thus were candidates for containing a sequence-

dependent degron and carried out genetic analysis to identify

sequences within them responsible for instability.

Topredict composition-dependent peptides,we trainedasup-

port vectormachine (SVM)model on 10%of thepeptide data, us-

ing thecounts of eachaminoacidwithin thepeptide as features to

predict PSI (Figure S1B; STAR Methods). We then used this

trained model to predict PSI based on the composition of the re-

maining peptides. The predicted PSI and observedPSI showed a

Pearson correlation coefficient of approximately 0.9, with more

than 92% of peptides exhibiting less than 1 PSI unit of difference

between predicted PSI and observedPSI (step 3 of Figure 1). The

difference between the predicted PSI and the experimentally

observed PSI is termed as degron index (DI). The larger the DI,

the stronger the sequence-specificdegronactivity of thepeptide.

For example, C-end peptides with known C-degron motifs

served as positive controls and showed significantly larger DIs

compared with other C-end peptides (Figure S1C). We took

�15,800peptideswithDIsgreater than+1asour pool of peptides

that potentially encode a large repertoire of degron peptides.

Many types of E3-regulated peptides should be present in the

DI analysis, and we were particularly interested in those regu-

lated by Cullin-RING ligases (CRLs). Thus, we also measured

PSI for cells treated with MLN4924 to block CRL-mediated

destruction of CRL-regulated peptides. We calculated the

MLN4924 DPSI to determine which peptides were likely to be

strong CRL substrates.

Next, we sought to identify the degron motifs within unstable

peptides using a genetic approach. We generated a scanning

mutagenesis library containing 283,880 oligonucleotides covering
Figure 2. SVM machine learning-aided identification of a BAG6 degron

(A) Scanningmutagenesis of non-CRL-degron peptides. Peptides in the top group

gene. BAG6-like motifs were found not only in terminal peptides (middle group) d

(bottom group).

(B) Schematic diagram illustrating the workflow of the CRISPR screen designed

(C) CRISPR screens of 4 representative degron peptides with motifs described in

gene required for the degron activity.
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9,817 peptides. This includes 1,782 peptides of DPSI > 1 for

MLN2924 treatment for CRL substrates and 5,790 peptides of

DI>1 fornon-CRLsubstrates, togetherwithotherpeptides to facil-

itate even stability distribution of the library and effective sorting

(Table S3; STARMethods). Tomaximize the chance that eachmu-

tation causes a significant change in the amino acid’s chemical

properties, we employed an ‘‘opposite’’ scanning mutagenesis

scheme where each amino acid was mutated to an amino acid

with different chemical properties. ‘‘A, G, V, L, I, S, T, C, D, and

E’’ were mutated to ‘‘R’’; ‘‘M, W, F, and P’’ were mutated to ‘‘S’’;

and ‘‘Y,N,Q,K,R,andH’’weremutated to ‘‘A’’ togeneratea library

of singly mutated peptides (STAR Methods). This GPS peptide

library was screened as described for the original proteome-

wide library to determine the PSI for each peptide.

As the CRL-degron peptides will be characterized later in

greater detail below, we will momentarily focus here on the dis-

cussion of putative non-CRL degron peptides: degron peptides

with large DIs but no significant stabilization by MLN4924

(MLN4924 DPSI < 0.2). Interestingly, we observed a pervasive

motif commonly found in many non-CRL degron peptides (Fig-

ure 2A), often characterized by a series of hydrophobic residues,

sometimes interrupted by one or two hydrophilic residues. For 4

representative degron peptides, we performed CRISPR screens

to identify the E3 ligase(s) that target these degron peptides for

degradation (Figure 2B; STAR Methods).

Strikingly, all 4 peptidesweredestabilizedbyBAG6 (Figure 2C).

It had been previously established that BAG6 serves as a cyto-

solic protein chaperone that works with RNF126 to target pro-

teins with an N-terminal signal peptide that fail to translocate

into ER for destruction as a translocation quality control mecha-

nism.8,17 RNF126 did not score as a hit because its single guide

RNAs (sgRNAs) dropped out during the screening process. It was

proposed that BAG6 performs this function by recognizing the

exposed signal peptide that should otherwise be buried upon

proper translocation. However, the precise degron motif recog-

nized by BAG6 was never resolved at the precise amino acid

level. Signal peptides are often 16–30 amino acids in length

and possess a tripartite structure with a hydrophobic core re-

gion.18 Our results suggested that BAG6 recognizes a signal pep-

tide through its hydrophobic core region, asmany signal peptides

were predicted to encode non-CRL degrons, and their scanning

mutagenesis revealed BAG6 degron motifs within their hydro-

phobic regions (Figure 2A). Importantly, the motif recognized by

BAG6 can be as short as 3–4 hydrophobic residues, as in

CD68. As many proteins that do not have a signal peptide also

encode a putative BAG6 motif that could be exposed upon mis-

folding (Figure 2A), our findings suggest that the traditional view

that BAG6 specializes in translocation quality control of the

secretory pathway might be incomplete.4 Instead, BAG6 might

work as a general quality control pathway to protect cells from
motif

were subjected to CRISPR screens, and BAG6was identified as a destabilizing

eriving from N-terminal signalpeptide sequences but also in internal peptides

to identify the genes required for the degradation of each degron peptide.

(A) using a sgRNA lentiviral library of UPS-related genes identified BAG6 as a
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stresses caused by aberrant protein folding and potential aggre-

gation. As hydrophobicity is a major driver for protein folding,

most proteinmisfoldingwill likely expose a short stretch of hydro-

phobic sequences that could be recognized by BAG6 for protein

quality control through proteasomal degradation.

In addition to the BAG6 degron motif, our scanning mutagen-

esis also identified degron motif patterns in other putative non-

CRL degron peptides (Figure S1D). Although this study primarily

focused on characterizing CRL-degron peptides, we anticipate

that future research that studies these degron peptides will iden-

tify a large set of non-CRL degron pathways.

GPS-peptidome screen with MLN4924 to identify
degrons recognized by CRLs
We next focused on characterizing the CRL-regulated degrons.

To identify CRL-regulated degron-containing peptides, we per-

formed a GPS-peptidome screen in the presence of MLN4924

(Figures 3A and 3B; STAR Methods). A total of 4,245 peptides

showed a MLN4924-DPSI score greater than 0.8. We selected

a subset of 180 high-confidence peptides and cloned the DNA

encoding them into lentiviral GPS reporters using one of the

two forms of C-end sequences for downstream analyses (STAR

Methods). A total of 101 validated peptides were validated and

classified into different Cullin scaffolds using dominant-negative

Cullins (Figures 3C and S1E; Table S5). We identified multiple

peptides whose stability was regulated by five different Cullins.

We observed that all peptides stabilized by DNCUL2were stabi-

lized equally by DN CUL5, but not all CUL5-regulated peptides

were stabilized by DN CUL2, indicating a difference in inhibitory

function between dominant-negative CUL2 and CUL5. Alto-

gether, theseconfirmed that our approach sampledCRLdegrons

without biasing toward a specific degradation pathway.

DegronID enabled degron peptide clustering based on
degron motif similarities
Tosystematicallydefinedegronmotifs,weperformedaGPS-pep-

tidome screen with a saturation mutagenesis peptidome library

containing 133,250 oligonucleotides covering 250 selected pep-

tides stabilized byMLN4924, where every residue of each peptide

was mutated to the other 19 amino acids (Table S6). We achieved

high-resolutionmapping of 219 degron footprints. Thirty-one pep-

tidesweremissedeitherbecauseof lowrepresentationorbecause

they possessed multiple degrons that could not be easily disam-

biguated. The saturation mutagenesis revealed distinct degron

motifs. However, we also noticed similarities among several de-

gron motifs, raising the possibility that multiple peptides may be

recognized by the same cognate E3 ligase.

We then developed a motif clustering algorithm, DegronID, to

classify peptides containing similar motifs (step 7 of Figure 1).

Briefly, for a degron footprint with saturation mutagenesis data,

DegronID scores the human peptidome library for similarity to

the degron footprint. DegronID then computes a similarity score

between pairs of footprints and performs hierarchical clustering

to group similar motifs (STAR Methods). The peptides from our

reference database that were predicted by DegronID to be most

similar to our finely mapped degron motifs tend to be less

stable than our library as a whole (Figure 4A) and less stable than

expected based on our composition-dependent SVM model
(Figure S2B). Furthermore, they are more likely to contain more

peptides than statistically expected that are stabilized by

MLN4924 (Figure 4B). From DegronID’s hierarchical clustering of

degron footprints, we limit the dendrogram to 40 groups

(DegronID group) for practicality and observe multiple meta-clus-

ters with similarity among multiple adjacent groups (Figure 4C).

We additionally annotated a-helix secondary structures using

JPred419 and identified Cullin and E3 ligase adaptors identified

from subsequent validation (Figure 4C). As expected, we findmul-

tiplepeptidesubstrateswithpredictedmotif similarity that sharean

E3 ligase. As computational validation of DegronID, we find that

peptideswithsharedE3tend tocluster togetherandscoresimilarly

to each other relative to unrelated peptides (Figures 4C and S2D).

We also validated that the DegronID-scoring algorithm choo-

ses unstable peptides by examining sequences thatmost closely

resemble other degrons that have beenpreviously characterized.

D-box motif degrons from the APC/C-degron repository20 and

C-terminal degronmotifs containing either aGG* or RG* terminus

from our previous study14 also predict unstable peptides (Fig-

ure S2A; STAR Methods). Furthermore, we checked that

DegronID can properly predict known degrons among the top

hits for a particular ligase. For example, for the BTRCP-recog-

nized degron motif, 2 known substrates, CDC25A and

CDC25B, rank in the top 0.02% of predictions, ranking 40th and

41st, respectively. In addition, known substrates degraded by

KLHL15 score among the top 0.2% for similarity to a strong

FRY domain from GLB1L(2) that we characterized by saturation

mutagenesis (FigureS2C, top left). Additionally, of the 52proteins

identified as interacting with KLHL15 in BioPlex 3.0, DegronID

identifies 16 proteins (31%) containing an [FL]R[FY] motif at the

sequence that most closely matches the GLB1L(2) FRYV motif,

with 13 additional proteins containing a weaker version of the

[FL]R[FY] degron. By contrast, only 8.8% of the proteins in our li-

brary contained the [FL]R[FY] motif (Figure S2C). By Fisher’s

exact test, the enrichment of [FL]R[FY] in KLHL15-interacting

proteins comparedwith all humanproteins in our library has a sig-

nificance of p < 6.7e�06. This suggests that DegronID may be

useful to prune high-throughput immunoprecipitation data for

substrates that may be degraded by a particular E3.

To examine the possibility of using DegronID to characterize

endogenous substrates of a particular E3, we chose six

KLHL15-interacting proteins from BioPlex 3.0 that contained a

FRY-like motif and exhibited sensitivity to MLN4924 in our pepti-

domescreen. The full-lengthopen reading frames (ORFs) for these

proteins were cloned into the GPS 6.0 destination (DEST) vector

and then stably expressed in either wild-type (WT) or KLHL15

knockout (KO) HEK293T cells. ZNF511 was strongly stabilized in

KLHL15 KO cells, whereas GPS-ORF constructs containing other

KLHL15-interacting proteins exhibited a more subtle increase in

stability in KLHL15 KO cells, and control GPS-ORF constructs

containing randomly selected proteins that do not contain a

FRY-like motif and are not known to interact with KLHL15 show

no difference in stability in WT or KLHL15 KO cells (Figure S5D).

CRISPR screen identified the cognate E3 ligases
of CRL-degron peptides
DegronID identifiesclustersofmotifs that looksimilar bysaturation

mutagenesis (Figure S3). To identify the cognate E3 ligases
Molecular Cell 83, 3377–3392, September 21, 2023 3381



Figure 3. The GPS-peptidome screen using MLN4924 identified CRL-dependent degron peptides
(A) Schematic diagram illustrating the workflow of the GPS-peptidome screen in the presence of MLN4924.

(B) Representative peptides identified in the screen in (A) as responsive toMLN4924 are shown. For each peptide, their relative distribution across the 6 bins in the

control condition was compared with that of the MLN4924-treated condition. See also Figure S1.

(C) Representative GPS measurements for peptide stability with dominant-negative (DN) CUL expression. Two peptides selectively stabilized by DN CUL1, DN

CUL2/5, DN CUL3, DN CUL4A, and DN CUL5 are shown.
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responsible for the degron activity of peptides with apparently

distinct motifs, we performed CRISPR screens for degron

peptides in different clusters. FifteenCRLadaptorswere identified

to be responsible for the degron activity of the peptides, including

CUL1FBXO21, CUL1FBXO3, CUL1FBXO38, CUL1FBXW5, CUL1b-TrCP,

CUL2FEM1B, CUL3KLHL9, CUL3KLHL15, CUL4DTL, CUL4DCAF5,

CUL4TRPC4AP, CUL4AMBRA1, CUL4VPRBP, CUL5ASB7, and

CUL5ASB3 (Figures 6 and S4; STAR Methods). One peptide was

mapped to CUL1, but with no scoring CUL1 adaptor, raising the

possibility that the sgRNAs targeting the corresponding adaptor

dropped out during the screening process or were redundant.

Subsequent examination of the degron motif showed that it

matches a canonical b-TrCP degron motif21,22 of which there are

two paralogs, b-TrCP1 and b-TrCP2. Although the canonical

b-TrCP degronmotifs require one or two phosphoserines, our de-

grons have acidic residues that act as phosphomimetics, as seen

in CDC25B. We also performed the CRISPR screen for peptide

DLST(7), one of the 19 peptides for which we did not achieve a

high-resolution mapping of its footprint, and mapped it to

CUL5ASB3. In addition to the substrate receptors, each of these

screens identified commonly known components of CRL path-

ways, including ARIH1, ARIH2, NEDD8, and NAE1, and other

core UPS components, including VCP and proteasome subunits.

Among the 15 CRL adaptors, CUL1b-TrCP and CUL4DTL have

been studied extensively, and their cognate degron motifs have

been accurately defined.21,23 For CUL2FEM1B, CUL3KLHL15, and

CUL4TRPC4AP, although instances of their degron motifs have

been identified, our results here include many new degrons that

are distinct variants of the previously known degron motifs.

Some newmotif variants are related to previously established de-

gron motifs, as in the case of CUL3KLHL15, or could be completely

unrelated sequences that bind to the sameE3 ligase via a different

binding site, aspredicted tobe thecaseofCUL2FEM1B (seebelow).

To our knowledge, for the other 10 E3 ligases that we identified,

including CUL1FBXO21, CUL1FBXO3, CUL1FBXO38, CUL1FBXW5,

CUL3KLHL9, CUL4DCAF5, CUL4AMBRA1, CUL4VPRBP, CUL5ASB7,

and CUL5ASB3, no instances of precisely defined degron motifs

have been identified. Degrons detected by FBXO21 and VPRBP

were studied previously but were not precisely defined.24–26

FEM1B degron
The largest degron meta-cluster (clusters 1–8) was characterized

byadegronmotif resemblingWxxYLandmoregenerallyW[VAC]x

[YRT][ILT] (FigureS3B). ACRISPRscreen identifiedCUL2FEM1B as

a destabilizing factor of DPP4(25), a representative peptide of this

meta-cluster (Figures 5F and 6F). Several othermembers ofmeta-

cluster sharing similarmotifswere also testedand confirmed tobe

FEM1B substrates by CRISPR-mediated FEM1B KO (Figures 4C
Figure 4. Degron ID classified saturation mutagenesis motifs into clus

(A) Distribution of peptides in terms of PSI observed in GPS screen (x) and compo

scoring hits by DegronID (color).

(B) Summary of top 200 hits by DegronID by MLN DPSI for (top) DegronID pred

peptides from our 260,000 library. The bracket and asterisk indicate the instances

be expected with an false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.1.

(C) Hierarchical clustering of saturation mutagenesis degron footprints. a-helic

indicated below the clustergram. Meta-clusters that correspond to groups of deg

Figure S3). See also Figure S2.
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and S5C). This connection was unexpected because previous re-

sults from our group identified a R* C-end degron recognized by

FEM1B. The presence of 2 structurally distinct classes of degrons

recognizedby thesameE3 ligasesuggests that thesameE3 ligase

could possess different degron-binding domains.27,28

KLHL15 degron
The second largest degron meta-cluster (clusters 11–15) was

characterized by a degron motif resembling LRF (Figure S3C).

CRISPR screen identified CUL3KLHL15 as a destabilizing factor of

thepeptideSH3BP2(2) anda representativememberof thiscluster

(Figures 5H and 6H). Several other members of cluster sharing

similar motifs were also tested and confirmed to be KLHL15 sub-

strates byCRISPR-mediatedKLHL15KO (FigureS5B). It was pre-

viously established that KLHL15 recognizes a tripeptide FRY de-

gron, with 3 identified substrates containing the FRY degron to

date.29–31 However, our results here indicate that the actual motif

is much more nuanced, as KLHL15 recognizes not only the motif

but also other variants, notably FRF, LRF, and LRY (Figure S3C).

Moreover, there are also residues adjacent to the core tripeptide

motif that appear to be required in some contexts, pointing to flex-

ibility in degron E3 recognition. These underscored how a precise

understanding of degron motifs could enable more specific motif

prediction while at the same time expanding the potential sub-

strate repertoire recognized by the E3 ligase.

FBXO21 degron
CRISPR screening identified CUL1FBXO21 as a regulator of

IFNA8(5) stability. Interestingly, our saturation mutagenesis re-

vealed that the degron-containing IFNA8(5) peptide, whose sta-

bility is regulated by FBXO21, has discontinuous stretches of

motif residues (Figures 5A and 6A). The spacing was reminiscent

of an amphipathic a-helix, and analysis by PROTEUS232 deter-

mined that it was highly likely to form an a-helical structure (Fig-

ure S6B). Additionally, although most substitutions were toler-

ated in non-essential residues within the motif region of

IFNA8(5), mutating any residue within this region to proline,

which is known to disrupt a helices, completely abolished the de-

gron activity throughout the stretch of amino acids, supporting

the need for an a-helix for degron activity (Figure 5A).

ASB7 degron
Peptides of cluster 16 are among several clusters that showed

regularly spaced critical residues in their degrons (Figures 5N

and S3E). CRISPR screening identified CUL5ASB7 as a regulator

of CCDC17(9) stability and a representative member of this clus-

ter (Figure 5). Several additional peptides of this cluster sharing

similar motifs, GIGYF1(19), LZTS1(16), and CEP152(52), were
ters based on their sequence similarities

sition-based PSI prediction (y) from the 260,000 library (black) and the top 200

ictions for 198 CRL peptides; (bottom) iterations of random selections of 200

for which the value of the green bar is greater than or equal to that which would

al structure predictions and paired ligases from validation experiments are

rons with multiple members sharing the same CRL are boxed and labeled (see



Figure 5. Saturation mutagenesis identified degron motifs in peptides stabilized by MLN4924

Saturationmutagenesis degron footprints for selected CRL-degron peptides: (A) IFNA8 (5), (B) FBXO10 (3), (C) ZFHX4 (40), (D) HINFP (3), (E) MDN1 (196), (F) DPP4

(25), (G) FRMD8 (15), (H) SH3BP2 (2), (I) ATP2B2 (34), (J) ZNF510 (2), (K) ALAS2 (8), (L) CCDC3 (10), (M) ZNF19 (8), and (N) CCDC17 (9). The cognate E3 identified

from subsequent CRISPR screening is also indicated. See also Figures 6 and S3.
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also tested and confirmed to be regulated by ASB7 (Figure S5A).

These peptides are predicted to form an a-helical structure

whose degron activity is clearly disrupted by prolines at any po-

sitionwithin the predicted helical region (Figure S6). Interestingly,

the 4 peptide substrates of CUL5ASB7 motifs show substantial

flexibility over what are clearly related extended motifs (Fig-

ure S3E). The typical ASB7-regulated degron is spread out

over 16–19 amino acids with 6 or 7 critical amino acids all along

the same surface of an a-helix. At each position, it appears that

one or two amino acids can be important, although there are

certain positions where pairs of amino acids seem to be domi-

nant. Going from left to right, at position 1 (residue +1), there is

an acidic residue, usually E, often followed by a hydrophobic res-

idue such as L or I. At position 2, (residue +5) is frequently an L

residue but can tolerate an I or M. Position 3 (residue +8) is

another acidic acid residue, usually E, which can sometimes

tolerate a T or a hydrophobic. Position 4 (residue +12) is often

an L but is often flanked with charged residues. Positions 5

(residue +16) and 6 (residue +19) are often leucine that can tol-

erate I or M substitutions. As the surface interaction is extensive,

suboptimal amino acids in one position might be compensated

for by stronger interactions at one of the other positions to

generate sufficient binding efficiency to interact with the E3

ligase. This makes a prediction about this degron complex.

AlphaFold2-assisted global docking
E3 ubiquitin ligases typically recognize key residues in the de-

gron of their substrate, as has been shown by several crystal

structures.28,33–35 Given recent advances in structural prediction

algorithms, we sought to explore predicted complexes between

our degrons and their cognate E3 ligases. Thus, we leveraged

the AlphaFold2-multimer algorithm36,37 (STAR Methods). We

found that docking for FEM1B, FBXO21, and ASB7 showed pre-

dicted interaction interfaces that were consistent with our de-

gron saturation mutagenesis results.

The ASB7 adaptor is an ankyrin repeat protein that encodes

seven ankyrin repeats, with each repeat forming a helix-turn-helix

structure.38 Multiple ankyrin repeats thus have the potential to

recognize dispersed interacting residues on target proteins and

could possibly recognize thedistributed residues in thea-helix de-

gron. Strikingly, docking of CCDC17(9) and LZTS1(16) onto ASB7

predictedan interaction surface thatmappeddirectly onto thecrit-

ical residues we previously determined by saturation mutagen-

esis, with each point of interaction with the critical residues on

the degron peptide being recognized by a distinct ankyrin repeat

(Figure 7A). The docking of these peptide-critical residues to

ASB7 was stable across the top three ranked AlphaFold structure

prediction models. The notion that dispersed residues may be

able to align to E3 substrate adaptors that are composed of

multiple repeats, as many CRL adaptors are, may be a general

property that allows the evolution of many distinct substrate

specificities.

Although many F-box protein adaptors contain repeats such

as WD40 and LRR repeats, a substantial fraction lack such re-

peats and belong to the FBXO class. One of the successful dock-

ing predictions was for FBXO21. Motif residues found by satura-

tion mutagenesis in peptide IFNA8(5) were predicted as

interacting residues in the docking structures (Figure S6C).
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We also applied AlphaFold2 to predict degron docking for

FEM1B substrates and found that the prediction successfully

identified the critical W residue in the FEM1B motif as crucial

for FEM1B binding (Figure S7A). The structure of FEM1B binding

to a R* degron peptide was solved earlier. However, docking of

internal FEM1B degron peptides onto FEM1B showed that they

bind to FEM1B through a binding region distinct from that of R*.

We postulate that the presence of 2 degron-binding sites on the

same E3 ligase could enable selective degradation regulation

through binding distinct surfaces, thereby allowing this E3 ligase

to be very flexible in substrate recognition.27,28

Characterization of E3-degron binding
Based onAlphaFold2 docking of E3-degronmultimers, we sought

to test whether mutagenesis of putative critical residues would

affect E3-degron binding. For ASB7, FEM1B, and FBXO21, we

performed co-immunoprecipitation (coIP) experiments to mea-

sure binding in HEK293T cells stably expressing GFP-peptide de-

grons and transiently transfected with N-FLAG-tagged E3 ligase.

We testedWTE3 and also E3 and degronmutants, as shown (Fig-

ures 7B, S6D, and S7B). We observed effective immunoprecipita-

tion ofWT E3with paired degron peptide and that mutagenesis of

certainE3anddegronmutants thatwe identifiedaspotentially crit-

ical for binding based onAlphaFold2 docking structures disrupted

theabilityof theE3 tocoIP thedegronpeptidewith theexceptionof

ASB7 H126A. We also tested the effect of E3 mutants on degron

stability by GPS, and we found that the E3 mutants that disrupt

binding by coIP also disrupt the efficacy of the ligase to destabilize

the degron peptide by flow (Figures 7C and S7C).

Measurement of degron peptide half-life
Wealso tested the effect of ASB7, FEM1B, and FBXO21mutants

on the stability of their cognate degron peptides by cyclohexi-

mide chase (Figure S6A). In all three cases, we find that the pres-

ence of E3 ligase results in a shorter half-life of the corresponding

GPS reporter peptide.

DegronID data browser
To allow easy access to this large mutagenesis dataset, we

created a web-hosted application to share data visualizations.

The website provides visualizations of the effect of Cullin inhibitor

MLN4924 on stability measured by GPS (Figure 3B) and degron

footprints from scanning and saturation mutagenesis (Figures 2A

and5).Additionally, thewebsite incorporates thedegronclustering

result ofDegronIDand enables the user to easily explore groups of

related degron footprints. The application is freely accessible at

https://elledge.hms.harvard.edu/?page_id=2960.

DISCUSSION

Systematic elucidation of the cellular degradome is critical to un-

derstanding the protein stability landscape and its role in shaping

both homeostatic and regulatory biology. Here, we identify pep-

tides with the potential to be degrons in proteins, dependent on

their accessibility within a protein, which can be affected by allo-

steric actions, complex formation, ormisfolding. The vastmajority

of the peptides in this library are likely recognized by general qual-

ity control mechanisms responsive to disordered sequences with

https://elledge.hms.harvard.edu/?page_id=2960


Figure 6. CRISPR screens identified the

cognate E3 ligases for CRL-degron peptides

MAGeCK scores from CRISPR screens to identify

cognate E3 ligase of each shown peptide: (A) IFNA8

(5), (B) FBXO10 (3), (C) ZFHX4 (40), (D) HINFP (3), (E)

MDN1 (196), (F) DPP4 (25), (G) FRMD8 (15), (H)

SH3BP2 (2), (I) ATP2B2 (34), (J) ZNF510 (2), (K)

ALAS2 (8), (L) CCDC3 (10), (M) ZNF19 (8), (N)

CCDC17 (9), and (O) DLST (7) (STARMethods). Logo

plots derived from the each peptide’s mutagenesis

footprint are also shown when available. See also

Table S7 and Figures S4 and S5.
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Figure 7. E3-degron docking by AlphaFold2

identified critical degron residues consis-

tent with those revealed by saturationmuta-

genesis, co-immunoprecipitation, and GPS

(A) Alphafold2 multimer docking of ASB7 degron

peptides onto ASB7. Selected residues at the

interaction interface are shown and labeled.

(B) Immunoblots for ASB7:CCDC17(9) binding in

293T ASB7 KO cells. (Top) Co-immunoprecipita-

tion of FLAG-ASB7 (WT or the indicated mutant) in

cells stably expressing GFP-CCDC17(9) (WT).

(Bottom) Co-immunoprecipitation of FLAG-ASB7

(WT) in cells stably expressing GFP-CCDC17(9)

(WT or the indicated mutant). Cells from lanes 1, 3,

4, and 5 stably express the specified GFP-degrons

fusions flanked with C-end sequence A (QGRARP

NQEVQIGEMENQLS), whereas cells from lane 2

stably expressGFP-CCDC17(9) flankedwithC-end

sequence B (QGRARPNQEVQIGEMENQLD).

(C) Flow stability data for CCDC17(9) GPS reporter

peptide with KO, stably expressed WT, or stably

expressed mutant ASB7. See also Figures S6

and S7.
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simple amino acid compositions, as their stabilities can be pre-

dicted by summing the contributions due to composition alone.

The amino acid correlations to stability were similar to those we

previously observed with N- and C-end degrons, such as hydro-

phobicity correlating with instability and acidic residues corre-

lating with stability; however, a few important differences stand

out. Most prominently, we found that proline, glutamine, glycine,

and serine correlated with stability, and threonine trended in that

direction. Unexpectedly, all amino acid constituents of the so-

called ‘‘PEST’’ (proline, glutamic acid, serine, and threonine) se-

quences39 correlated with stability. PEST sequences have long
3388 Molecular Cell 83, 3377–3392, September 21, 2023
been considered to be regions that confer

instability on proteins.39,40 Our findings

suggest that, statistically speaking, these

amino acids alone are very unlikely to

cause instability. Either thePEST hypothe-

sis is incorrect or it is a particular arrange-

ment of those residues or phosphorylation

that generates the degrons within these

low-complexity regions. How these se-

quences confer stability on proteins re-

mains to be determined.

Fromour scanningmutagenesis screen,

we found that the most frequent class of

non-CRL degrons was regulated by

BAG6, which is an E3-associated chap-

erone that is known to recognize hydro-

phobic signal sequences on mislocalized

membrane proteins. We found that BAG6

recognizes short hydrophobic degrons of

5–7 residues in length of a defined compo-

sition that is not relegated to stretches of

hydrophobic residues but can accommo-

date internal neutral or even charged resi-
dues. There are clearly many additional sequence-specific de-

grons in the non-CRL class that are not BAG6 regulated, as

determined by our scanning mutagenesis patterns, that should

expand this degron class as well.

Mapping degron peptides to their cognate E3 ligases revealed

15 distinct sets of cognate CRLs, including CUL1FBXO21,

CUL1FBXO3, CUL1FBXO38, CUL1FBXW5, CUL1b-TrCP, CUL2FEM1B,

CUL3KLHL9, CUL3KLHL15, CUL4DTL, CUL4DCAF5, CUL4TRPC4AP,

CUL4AMBRA1, CUL4VPRBP, CUL5ASB7, and CUL5ASB3. Notably,

except for CUL1b-TrCP and CUL4DTL, our study identified previ-

ously undefined sets of precisely defined degron motifs
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recognized by the other 13 CRLs, and based on the motif sepa-

ration by DegronID, many additional degrons remain unex-

plored, and we expect many more orphan E3-degron pairs to

emerge from future analysis of these degron motifs. The same

strategy developed in this study could be applied to studying

the non-CRL degron. Furthermore, cellular degron under

different cellular conditions or in different cell types with differen-

tial E3 ligase activities could also be surveyed using this strategy

that we built here.

We found that thedegronmotifsgrouped togetherbyDegronID

tend to have visually noticeable similarities in their degron foot-

prints. Degrons that cluster together by DegronID do not neces-

sarily have the sameE3.MultipleE3 ligasesmay recognize similar

degron recognition sequences. However, by exploring degron

motif clusters generated by DegronID, we did find sets of degron

motifs that cluster together and do share the same E3 ligase,

which has provided deeper insights into degron andE3 plasticity.

Acase inpoint isCUL3KLHL15, anE3 ligaseknown to recognize the

FRY degron. However, our saturation mutagenesis detected a

much more nuanced degron that allowed many substitutions

and expanded the number of additional residues involved in

recognition from 3 to between 4 and 7 residues, with both

required and avoided residues at each position. Presumably, de-

grons that deviate from the central FRYmotif can take advantage

of distal residues to improve their degrative potentials by gaining

additional interactions. For example, many FRY degrons have a

hydrophobic residue, often V, at the +4 position. Those having

L at +1 position, e.g., CILP (51) andSYT2 (11), often have a hydro-

phobic at �2 and occasionally at �3 or �4.

Second, we identified a distinct FEM1B degron motif lacking

the R* motif, W[VC]xxL, which makes use of a different de-

gron-binding pocket present on FEM1B as predicted by

AlphaFold2 modeling. In the case of R* degron, the C-terminal

R binds to the D131 on the ANK3 repeat.28 However, for the W

[VC]xxL motif, it was predicted that the W of the degron coordi-

nates with W367 located near the TPR domain. In the case of

WxxYL, the Y of the degron coordinates with F501 on FEM1B

(Figure S7A). We have validated that FEM1B W367 and F501

are critical to binding between FEM1B and a WVTYL-containing

peptide by coIP and critical to destabilization of a WVTYL-con-

taining peptide by GPS (Figures S7B and S7C). By contrast,

FEM1B mutations H345A and Y84A, which are not predicted

to contact critical residues of the WVTYL degron (Figure S7A),

do not impair FEM1B:WVTYL binding by coIP.

Third, althoughmany degrons reside in unstructured regions of

proteins,13 we identified peptides that stood out as clearly

involving stable secondary structures, notably the CCDC17(9)

peptide regulated by CUL5ASB7 and the IFNA8(5) peptide regu-

lated by CUL1FBXO21 (Figures 7A and S6C). Both peptides were

predicted to be a helical, and the hydrophobic residues required

for degradation were primarily located on one face of the helix.

Consistent with this structural prediction, placement of the a-he-

lix-breaking proline and, to a lesser extent, glycine at any position

along the degron region caused stabilization (Figures 5A and 5N),

supporting a role for the helical structure in degron function.

Importantly, docking thesedegron peptideswith their E3 showed

that the residuesononehelical face thatwerepredicted tobecrit-

ical for degron activity were precisely the same residues that
madecontactwith theE3. In thecaseof theankyrin repeatprotein

ASB7, loops at the ends of the ankyrin repeats were spaced with

the same pitch as the a-helix to identify equivalently spaced crit-

ical residueson the helical face.Wehave validated thatmutations

D116A or I159A on ASB7 perturb the ability of ASB7 to bind or

destabilize the CCDC17(9) a-helix (Figures 7B and 7C). We also

find for both ASB7:CCDC17(9) and FBXO21:IFNA8(5) that muta-

tion of the putative critical residues along one helical face of the

degron peptide impairs E3:degron binding (Figures 7B and S6D).

The large number of degronsmapped in this study have thepo-

tential to expand the proteolysis targeting chimeras (PROTACs)

toolbox. PROTACs are an increasingly important concept in ther-

apeutics.41 Despite the profound excitement generated by

PROTACs in thepast decade, their full potential has not been fully

realized. This is in part limited by the relatively few E3 ligaseswith

precise definitions of their cognate degrons.42 PROTACS often

mimic endogenous substrates.43 It was demonstrated that a

chemicalmimicking a known FEM1Bdegron enabled the discov-

ery of a newPROTACs therapeutic.44 This ligand binds to FEM1B

by targeting a previously identified degron-binding pocket on

FEM1B involving ANK3-ANK6.27 This illustrates the feasibility

and importance of developing new PROTACs therapeutics

through understanding natural degron motifs.

Through the 40-year history of degron analysis, most degrons

were discovered once per study, and the reported motifs were

often incomplete. We began developing a high-throughput sys-

tem for characterizing degrons but were previously only able to

easily identify patterns and the N and C termini of peptides

that were simple and gained specificity from being positioned

at protein ends. However, the vast majority of degrons are inter-

nal. Here, we extended our earlier work on N/C-degrons and

applied GPS to systematically study internal degrons. To gauge

the degree of our progress relative to previous progress in the

field of internal degrons over the last 40 years, the eukaryotic

linear motif (ELM) database currently presents a collection of in-

ternal mammalian degrons recognized by 14 ubiquitin ligases.45

Our proof-of-concept work involved mutagenic fingerprinting of

a large set of internal degrons recognized by 16 ubiquitin ligases

and highlighted many additional peptides with potential degron

activity. Of these 16, only two E3s overlapped with the ELM

collection, b-TrCP and CDT2 (DTL). Consequently, anticipate

that many more degrons await to be uncovered in this dataset,

and their knowledge will fuel the discovery of portions of full-

length proteins regulated by cognate E3s and possibly coupled

with structural prediction programs like AlphaFold2. Predictions

of full-length substrates may become possible and may be facil-

itated by filtering high-throughput immunoprecipitation data by

motif search similar to DegronID. Future studies would be aided

by methods for high-throughput screening of E3:degron pairs,

which have recently been developed.46 We foresee that future

research into these degrons will help unravel the complex but

yet under-explored cellular degradome and their physiological

roles in biological systems.

Limitations of the study
We chose a 28-mer tile peptidome approach to represent human

internal degrons, and thus, we are likely to inherently miss some

structural or conformational motifs. However, our peptidome
Molecular Cell 83, 3377–3392, September 21, 2023 3389
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screen was able to effectively capture many a-helical degron

motifs. The E3-degron pairs in this study were characterized

genetically, and therefore, in some cases, the destabilization of

the degron peptide by the E3 could in theory be due to indirect

effects. However, the results from our substrate binding assays

for FBXO21, ASB7, and FEM1B demonstrate that these effects

are direct, as are the impacts of the stabilizing mutations in the

peptide that disrupt E3 binding. This concurs with the analysis

from our previous studies on N- and C-terminal degrons, in

which the effects have all been direct when tested by ourselves

and others.10,14,28,33–35

Some peptides with an E3-interacting motif may not score as a

degronpeptide for several reasons: (1) activationofdegronactivity

requires a spatially accessible lysine for ubiquitination. Although

there are 18 surface-accessible lysine residues in GFP, we cannot

ruleout the possibility that, in somecases, theE3s recruited byde-

grons cannot access a lysine for ubiquitination. (2) The cognate

E3s for some degrons may not be expressed in HEK293T cells.

(3) The CRL degrons require activation by post-translationmodifi-

cations such as phosphorylation or acetylation. This peptide sys-

tem likely lacks most protein modifications and will miss many of

them. However, although CUL1b-TrCP required phosphorylation

of its degrons, we identified 6 degrons that lack phosphosites

but contain clustersof acidic residues that are likely toact asphos-

phomimetics (Figure S5A). Thus, we may be able to detect E3 li-

gases that require phosphates on some degrons.

Although we were able to use the AlphaFold2 prediction

models to identify critical E3 residues for degron binding that dis-

rupted coIPs when mutagenized, confirmed structures would

certainly aid in the identification of such residues.

Despite these limitations, these systematic studies represent a

substantial contribution to the available knowledge in this field

and should provide the basis for the discovery ofmany additional

degron-E3 pairs in the future.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Stephen

J. Elledge (selledge@genetics.med.harvard.edu).

Materials availability
Any reagents that are unique to this study will be made available upon request.

Data and code availability
d Original GPS peptidome screen data and raw western blot images were deposited to Mendeley Data and Gene Expression

Omnibus (GEO) and are publicly available as of the date of publication. The DOIs are listed in the key resources table under

‘‘Deposited Data’’ as ‘‘GPS peptidome processed screen data and raw images’’ (Mendeley Data) and ‘‘GPS peptidome raw

and processed screen data’’ (GEO). Detailed GPS peptidome screen data, mutagenesis screen data, CRISPR screen data,

and DN CUL analyses are available in Tables S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, and S7.

d All original code has been deposited to Zenodo and is publicly available as of the date of publication. The DOI is listed in the key

resources table under ‘‘Software and algorithms’’ as ‘‘DegronID’’.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Cell lines
We cultured HEK293T (ATCC CRL-3216) cells at 37�C and 5% CO2 in DMEM, high glucose, GlutaMAX� Supplement, pyruvate

(ThermoFisher Scientific) added with 10% fetal bovine serum (HyClone), 1% of 10,000 U/mL Penicillin-Streptomycin

(ThermoFisher Scientific). For MLN4924 experiment, we incubated cells overnight with 1 mM MLN4924 and then analyzed the

GFP/DsRed ratio by flow cytometry. For DN CULs experiment, we infected cells with the DN CULs lentivirus and analyzed the

GFP/DsRed ratio by flow cytometry 2 days post-infection.

METHOD DETAILS

Transfection and lentivirus production
We generated lentivirus by transfection of HEK293T cells using lentiviral vector together DNA with plasmids encoding Gag-Pol, Rev,

Tat and VSV-G using PolyJet In Vitro DNA Transfection Reagent (SignaGen Laboratories) based on the recommendation from the

manufacturer. We collected the supernatants containing lentivirus after 2 days and used them to infect target cells. We added poly-

brene at 8 mg/ml for lentiviral infections when performing screens where there is need to increase infectivity.
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Plasmids
Dominant-negative Cullin constructs were kindly provided as a gift fromW. Harper. For the cloning of selected degron substrates into

the GPS6.0 DEST vector for downstream analyses (DN CULs analysis, CRISPR screens, E3-degron pair validation using individual

sgRNAs), the degron peptides were cloned into GPS6.0 DEST vector in different batches using either C-End sequence A

(QGRARPNQEVQIGEMENQLS, same linker as the one in the peptidome libraries), or C-End sequence B (QGRARPNQEV

QIGEMENQLD) (see Table S5 for details). Both C-End sequences have no knownC-degrons and differ only by the C-terminal residue.

For individual gene-disruption experiments by CRISPR/Cas9, sgRNAswere cloned into lentiCRISPR v2 (Addgene #52961, deposited

by Feng Zhang) as described.54 The sgRNA sequences involved in this study were listed in the key resources table. For co-immuno-

precipitation, E3 ligase ORFs were cloned into the pHAGE-CMV-2xFlag-N DEST vector. For flow-based stability assays, E3 ligase

ORFs were cloned into pHAGE EF1a BFP.

Flow cytometry
HEK293T cells were detached from plates using trypsin and then analyzed on a CytoFLEX (Beckman Coulter). We collected flow cy-

tometry data using CytoFLEX (Beckman Coulter) and performed analyses using FlowJo. We performed the cell sorting via the MoFlo

Astrios (Beckman Coulter) instrument.

Design and generation of GPS libraries
GPS-peptidome library

Thehumanproteomesequenceswere truncated into 28 residueswith5 residuesoverlapsbetweenneighboringpeptides andwith 15bp

flankingprimers, encodingGIRSG-28-mer-QGRAR.OligonucleotidesweresynthesizedbyAgilentandamplifiedbyPCR.Theamplicons

were thencloned into the lentiviralGPSvectorpHAGE-GPS6.0-DESTviaNEBuilder�HiFiDNAAssemblyMasterMix (NewEnglandBio-

labs) at 6x coverage. The 28-mer peptides were followed by a 20 amino acid C-End sequence (QGRARPNQEVQIGEMENQLS).

Mutagenesis libraries

The scanning mutagenesis libraries included a total of 9817 peptides, including 5790 peptides of degron index greater than 1, 1782

selected peptides of MLN4924-DPSI greater than 1, together with 3023 other peptides for the purpose balancing the GFP/DsRed

distribution of the entire library to assist sorting. For scanning mutagenesis oligo libraries, we mutated each residue from each

selected peptide was in succession to an amino acid of different side-chain chemical property: ‘‘A, G, V, L, I, S, T, C, D, E’’ were

mutated to ‘‘R’’; ‘‘M, W, F, P’’ were mutated to ‘‘S’’; ‘‘Y, N, Q, K, R, H’’ were mutated to ‘‘A’’. For saturation mutagenesis, we mutated

each residue from each selected peptide was in succession to all of the other 19 possible amino acids. For scanning mutagenesis of

C-terminal peptides, mutations to ‘‘R’’ at the third position from C terminus were substituted with mutations to ‘‘H’’, and mutations to

‘‘A’’ at the first and second positions from C terminus were substituted with mutations to ‘‘S’’, for the purpose of avoiding the gen-

eration of known C-degrons by the mutagenesis. We added two constant 15 bp flanking sequences at the two ends for amplification

purposes. Oligonucleotides were synthesized by Agilent and amplified by PCR. The amplicons were then cloned into the lentiviral

GPS vector pHAGE-GPS6.0-DEST by NEBuilder� HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix (New England Biolabs) at >100x coverage.

The 28-mer peptides were followed by a 20 amino acid C-End sequence (QGRARPNQEVQIGEMENQLS).

GPS screens
Wepackaged GPS-peptidome lentiviral libraries and transduced HEK293T at lowmultiplicity of infection (MOI). Two days after trans-

duction, hygromycin was added to eliminate untransduced cells and 7-9 days after transduction, cells were sorted into 6 bins in

approximately 1:1 ratio according to the GFP/DsRed ratio. Sorted cells were immediately subjected to genomic DNA extraction

or were expanded by cell culture for 2-3 days before downstream genomic DNA extraction.

For each bin, we performed genomic DNA extraction (QIAGEN Gentra Puregene Cell Kit). We amplified the peptide sequences

cloned into GFP by PCR with Q5 Hot Start Polymerase (NEB) using PCR primers annealing to constant sequences shared across

the library. We then purified the amplicons (QIAGENPCR purification kit). For each bin, we added >100 ng purified amplicons as tem-

plate for another PCR reaction that adds an IlluminaP5 sequence and nucleotides of 1-7 bp at the 5’ end for the purpose of staggering,

together with an Illumina index and a P7 sequence at the 3’ end.55 We then quantified samples by agarose gel electrophoresis and

pooled them together. We then purified the resulting sample by agarose gel electrophoresis followed by gel extraction (QiaQuick

Gel Extraction kit). The purified sample was then sequenced by an Illumina NextSeq instrument. We aimed to maintain >50-fold rep-

resentation throughout the screening process.

CRISPR screens
We packaged the sgRNA lentiviral libraries targeting �1500 genes related to ubiquitination and transduced HEK293T expressing

specific GFP-peptide fusions at a low MOI. Two days after transduction, puromycin was added to eliminate untransduced cells.

7-9 d after transduction, the top 5-10% cells with the largest GFP/DsRed ratio were isolated by FACS. For sgRNA lentiviral libraries

prepared from the same batch of CRISPR library DNA, one group of unsorted population was collected as a control. sgRNA se-

quences in sorted samples and unsorted controls were then amplified by 2-steps PCR as described for the GPS screens and quan-

tified by Illumina sequencing. We aimed to maintain >100-fold representation throughout the screening process. However, for some

samples, coverages were compromised at the genomic DNA extraction step.
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Measurement of protein half-life
HEK293T cells were separately mutated for ASB7, FBXO21, or FEM1B using lentiCRISPR v2 as mentioned earlier in STARMethods.

E3mutant andwild-type 293T cells were infected with lentivirus to induce stable expression of a GPS peptide construct that we iden-

tified from the GPS peptidome screen as regulated by that E3. For ASB7, we used CCDC17(9). For FBXO21, we used IFNA8(5). For

FEM1B, we used UNC13D(26). The 28-mer peptides were each followed by C-end sequence A (QGRARPNQEVQIGEMENQLS). E3

knockout and WT cells stably expressing GPS peptide reporter constructs were seeded onto 6-well plates at 0.4M cells/well and

incubated in a CO2 incubator at 37oC. After 48 h of incubation, the media was replaced with media containing 100 ug/mL cyclohex-

imide (Millipore Sigma 239765) for inhibition of protein synthesis, or DMSO as a control. Cells were exposed to cycloheximide for 0,

0.5, 1, 2, 4, or 6 hours. Then, cells were rinsed once with PBS and lysed using RIPA buffer supplemented with 1x protease and phos-

phatase inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientific 78441). Cell lysates were centrifuged at 21,000xg for 10 min at 4oC. Protein con-

centration in the supernatant was normalized across samples using BCA assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific 23225) prior to

immunoblotting.

Immunoblotting
Expression levels of GFP-peptide fusions were measured by western blot with anti-GFP antibody. mTOR levels were also measured

by western blot as a control. Samples for immunoblotting were diluted in Tris-Glycine SDS sample buffer and loaded into 4-12%Tris-

Glycine 15-well pre-cast gels (Thermo Fisher Scientific XP04125BOX) with Tris-Glycine SDS running buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific

LC2675-4). A 10-250 kDa prestained protein ladder was run alongside samples (Thermo Fisher Scientific 26619). Eletrophoresis was

run at 165V until the ladder reached the bottom of the gel. The protein was then loaded into a Trans-Blot Turbo Transfer System

(BioRad) and transferred from the gel to a 0.2 mm nitrocellulose membrane (BioRad 1704158). Membranes were blocked in 1x

TBST (CST 9997S) with 5% milk for 30 min at room temperature. Then rabbit anti-mTOR (CST 2983S), rabbit anti-FLAG (CST

14793S), or rabbit anti-GFP (CST 2956S) primary antibodies were added to the blocking solution at 1:1000. Membranes were then

incubated at 4oC overnight with gentle rocking. Membranes were then rinsed repeatedly with 1x TBST, and HRP-linked anti-rabbit

secondary antibody (CST 7074S) were added at 1:2000 in 1x TBST with 5% milk. Blots were incubated with secondary antibody

for 1 h at room temperature with gentle rocking, then washed again with 1x TBST. Blots were then exposed to Pierce ECL western

blotting substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific 32106) and exposed to high sensitivity autoradiography film (Denville Scientific E3218).

Co-immunoprecipitation
HEK 293T cells that had been previously mutated for ASB7, FBXO21, or FEM1B by lentiCRISPR v2 were made to stably express

corresponding GPS reporter peptides by lentiviral infection (ASB7:CCDC17(9), FBXO21:IFNA8(5), FEM1B:WVTYL_28mer). The

28-mer peptides were each followed by C-end sequence A (QGRARPNQEVQIGEMENQLS). Cells were seeded onto 100 mm plates

at 1.1M cells/plate. 48 h later, cells were transfected with 3 ug DNA/plate of WT or mutant E3 ligase in the pHAGE-CMV-2xFlag-N

DEST vector. Approximately 24 h later, media was aspirated and replaced with media containing 1 mM MLN4924. After 16 h of in-

cubation with MLN4924, cells were rinsed with ice-cold PBS and collected by scraping in 0.7 mL of lysis buffer containing 0.5%

CHAPS, 40 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 4 mM EDTA, and 1x protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail. Cell lysates

were incubated at 4oC with end-over-end rotation for 10 min, then centrifuged at 21,000xg for 15 min at 4oC. A 50 uL aliquot of

the supernatant was collected as input, and the rest of the supernatant was transferred to a clean Eppendorf tube for immunopre-

cipitation. Anti-FLAGmagnetic beads (SigmaM8823) were rinsed three times in lysis buffer, and the equivalent of 15 mL of beads was

added to each sample. Sample and bead mixtures were incubated at 4oC with end-over-end rotation for 90 min, then washed three

times with lysis buffer and resuspended in Tris-Glycine SDS sample buffer containing 10% 2-mercaptoethanol. Samples were then

heated to 95oC for 3 min to elute proteins for subsequent immunoblotting.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

CRISPR screens
For each Illumina read, constant sequencesof lentiCRISPRv2vectorwere trimmedaway viaCutadapt.49 The number of readsperfectly

mapped to each sgRNA sequences was counted via Bowtie2.47,48 Top performing genes targeted bymultiple sgRNAs enriched in the

sorted population were ranked using the model-based analysis of genome-wide CRISPR-Cas9 knockout (MAGeCK) method.50 For

some peptide samples belonging to certain batches of CRISPR screens, bench-top contamination of pre-cloned sgRNAs were

observed. We did not annotate the MAGeCK hits considered to be due to contamination in the CRISPR screen MAGeCK plots. The

full MAGeCK results for each screen are shown in Tables S4 and S7.

GPS-peptidome screens
For each Illumina read, constant sequences of the GPS6.0 vector were trimmed away via Cutadapt.49 For each bin, the number of

reads perfectly mapped to each peptide was counted via Bowtie2.47 After normalizing the differences in sequencing depth for each

bin, the PSI of each peptide was calculated as a weighted average of its distribution across the 6 bins, leading to a PSI score in be-

tween 1 (most unstable) and 6 (most stable):
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PSI =
X6

i = 1

Ri � i

where i denotes the bin (from 1 to 6) and Ri denotes the fraction of peptide reads in that particular bin.

Two replicates were performed for the control GPS-peptidome screen, and one was performed for the MLN4924 treated GPS-

peptidome screen. We focused our analysis on �260K peptides with >25 reads across all three samples (Table S2). Non-filtered

data are available in Table S1.

An MLN4924-DPSI score was calculated by subtracting the peptide PSI in the absence of MLN4924 from the peptide PSI in the

presence of MLN4924.

GPS-peptidome mutagenesis screens
Perfectlymapped peptide readswere used for the calculation of the PSI of each peptide.DPSI of each peptidemutant was generated

by subtracting the PSI of theWT from the PSI of themutant. Heatmaps were generated using ggplot256 for R and showed theDPSI of

each mutant. The darker the color, the more stabilized the mutant. The mutagenesis data details were included in Table S3 for scan-

ning mutagenesis and Table S6 for saturation mutagenesis.

Prediction of peptide PSI from composition
Ten percent of the�260K peptidome data was used as the training set. For each peptide, the number of occurrences of each amino

acidwas counted as a feature. The training set, which included 20 features (count of 20 amino acids) and one output variable PSI, was

then fed into the SVM-based machine learning algorithm for regression learning using the Caret package in R54. The learned algo-

rithmwas then used to predict the PSI of the entire�260K peptidome data as the testing set. Degron index of each peptide was then

calculated by subtracting observed PSI from predicted PSI.

Protein-peptide docking using AlphaFold2
For each protein-peptide docking, the full sequence of the cognate CRL adaptor and the 28-mer degron peptide were used as input

for AlphaFold2 prediction. AlphaFold2-multimer prediction was performed on ColabFold v1.5.2 to generate 5 predicted unrelaxed

docking structureswith default parameters.37 For each docking prediction, the highest scoring predicted structure is shown and illus-

trated using ChimeraX.51 We examined all 5 predicted structure models and emphasize residues for which the intermolecular inter-

actions are stable across models as described in the text.

DegronID: Scoring peptide:degron similarity
Weperformed saturation mutagenesis on 250 28 amino acid sequences from the human peptidome to characterize their degronmo-

tifs. Data for 19 motifs were ruled insufficient due to lack of data for multiple point mutations. Data for an additional 12 motifs were

ruled insufficient due to poor degron mapping – for example, no individual mutation produced a substantial DPSI stabilization above

1.We proceeded to process data for the 219 remainingmotifs. We thenmade further use of themutagenesisDPSI values determined

from thesemutagenesis experiments to predict degronmotif similarity to other sequences in the human peptidome.We use a custom

implementation of a paradigm for scoring position specific scoring matrices.57 More specifically, we use the position specific scoring

matrices from our saturationmatrices to generate a numerical prediction of the potential of any other sequence of interest to contain a

closely related degron. Under the assumption that each amino acid position contributes independently to the degron, the basic struc-

ture of the predicted degron score for a given sequence is termed the DPSI summation score (S) and is calculated as

S =
X20

i

X28

j

wijpijDPSIij

Where i indicates one of the 20 standard amino acids, j indicates position along the mutagenized 28-mer, DPSIij is the experimentally

determined stability measure for that amino acid substitution at that position, pij is equal to 1 if the queried amino acid sequence has

amino acid i at position j and is equal to 0 otherwise, and wij is an additional weight described below.

Position weighting. Although the mutagenesis was performed over 28-mer peptide tiles, the sequence interval corresponding to a

particular degron may by much shorter, often between three and ten amino acids in length. To quantify this, we devise a ‘‘position

importance score’’ to represent how important each amino acid position is to the integrity of the degron. Each column of the muta-

genesis scoring matrix has scores s for each amino acid a˛ fa1.;a20g. ‘‘Position importance score’’ is then calculated for each col-

umn of themutagenesis matrix as cj =
P20

i = 1sai , which is then normalized to themaximum position importance score for any column

of that matrix. A degron-relevant interval is determined (purple bracket) by the shortest continuous interval containing all amino acid

positions with at least 0.5 conservation score, with two additional amino acids flanking on each side when possible.

Amino acid weighting. In addition to position-based weighting, we give weight to particularly disruptive amino acids even if sub-

stitution occurs at an otherwise lowly conserved position. For eachmatrix, a per-amino acid ‘‘amino acid importance score’’ is calcu-

lated for each row analogously to ‘‘position importance score’’ for each column above. Prior to calculating amino acid weighting, the

28-column saturation mutagenesis matrix is cropped to the degron-relevant interval described in the paragraph above.
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A composite weight considering both position conservation and amino acid disruptionwij is used in the final scoring and is defined

as the maximum value of the separate position and amino acid weights. That is:

wij = max ðwi;wjÞ
We use this scoring paradigm to query the human peptidome for sequences most similar to the degrons represented in our 250

saturation mutagenesis experiments. For the analysis reported here, we focus on sequences represented in our 260k peptide library,

but it is possible to query much larger databases without much added computational burden.

DegronID: Hierarchical clustering
Degron prediction scores were generated for all amino acid sequences of the appropriate length from the human peptidome. We

mapped our 260k library to matching k-mer sequences from the human peptidome and assigned each 28mer the score of the

best scoring k-mer contained within. For 198 high-confidence degron footprints, 200 top predicted hits were chosen as the 200

28mer peptides with the lowest DPSI summation score.

Hierarchical clustering of degron footprints from saturation mutagenesis was performed using ward agglomeration and Euclidean

distance to group degrons based on the overlap in the top 200 DegronID hits between pairs of degron footprints. The dendrogram

was cut into 40 small clusters, then manually reassembled into larger meta-clusters. DegronID analyses were performed in R version

4.1.2 with help of the O2 High Performance Compute Cluster, supported by the Research Computing Group, at Harvard Medical

School. Analyses were conducted using the tidyverse53 collection of R packages, along with Biostrings, aplot, and ggdendro (see

key resources table).

DegronID: Benchmarking validation
Amino acid frequency at each position of the D box motif was calculated from aligned D box sequences from the APC/C degron re-

pository.20 This amino acid frequency matrix was used in place of a saturation mutagenesis matrix for input to DegronID. The 200

peptides from the human peptidome library that DegronID scores as most similar to the D-box motif are identified and their stability

is compared to the library as a whole. For C-terminal motifs, we performed DegronID using our previously published saturation muta-

genesis motifs as input.14

Secondary structure predictions
For the saturation mutagenesis motifs, we use JPred419 to predict the secondary structure of each peptide. For each of the 28-mer

sequences, we concatenate the 25 N-terminal and 20 C-terminal flanking residues from the GPS construct, then run JPred4 predic-

tions in bulk using the web server (https://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/jpred/). The consensus predictions were extracted, then

cropped to the degron-relevant interval for each peptide as defined above. For each degron, we extract the length of degron

sequence that is predicted to be an alpha helix or beta sheet by JPred4.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Visualizations of degron footprints, peptide stability information, and DegronID clustering are publicly available via the DegronID Data

Browser: https://brandonsie.shinyapps.io/DegronID/.
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Figure S1. GPS-peptidome screen identified many unstable peptides. Related to Figure 1, 
Figure 2, and Figure 3.   

(A) Distribution of the PSI of individual peptides. 

(B) Schematic diagram illustrating the workflow of SVM machine learning. Correlations 

between the experimentally observed PSIs and machine learning predict the PSI of each 

peptide is shown for 10K randomly selected peptides which are depicted as dots. Dots 

above the diagonal deviate from the predicted PSI and are candidates that may contain 

degrons. 

(C) Population of peptides containing known degrons14 (EE*, GG*, RG*, PG*) have 

significantly larger degron indexes than the distribution of the other C-end peptides from 

the 28-mer peptidome library. Degron index = Predicted PSI – Observed PSI. 

(D) Scanning mutagenesis of representative non-CRL degron peptides with diverse degron 

motifs. The darker the color, the larger the degree of stabilization by the corresponding 

mutation 

(E) Eight representative peptides identified as responsive to MLN4924 were individually 

examined by treatment with 1 uM MLN4924 for 24 h to assay stability as denoted by the 

GFP/DsRed ratio. 



 
  



Figure S2. Degron ID classified saturation mutagenesis motifs into clusters based on their 
sequence similarities. Related to Figure 4. 

(A) Benchmarking of the DegronID method. For D-box degrons from APC/C, along with 

saturation mutagenesis heatmaps from previously characterized C-terminal degrons the 

DegronID algorithm was performed and the 200 peptides that most closely resemble the 

starting motif are colored. 

(B) 219 individual degron prediction models sorted by percentage of the top 200 predicted hits 

from each degron prediction model that are less stable than expected based on amino acid 

composition. Asterisks indicate FDR significance level (**** FDR < 0.0001, *** FDR < 

0.001, ** FDR < 0.01, * FDR < 0.1). Significance calculated relative to a null distribution 

defined by repeated random sampling of 100 peptides from our library and enumeration 

from each of the resultant random samples what percentage of randomly selected peptides 

are less stable than expected based on amino acid composition. 

(C) Benchmarking of the DegronID algorithm. (Top left). Substrates known to be degraded by 

KLHL15, marked in red, score in the top 0.2% of our library for similarity to the GLB1L(2) 

FRYV motif characterized in our study. (Top right). Distribution of BioPlex 3.0 KLHL15 

interacting proteins compared to all human proteins in our library for similarity to the 

GLB1L(2) FRYV motif. (Bottom right) Boxplot showing that KLHL15 interacting proteins 

skew towards scoring as similar to the GLB1L(2) FRYV motif. (Bottom left) FR[FY] motif 

obtained from sequence alignment of KLHL15 interacting proteins, using sequence 

intervals from each protein that score as most similar to GLB1L(2) by DegronID. 

(D) Illustration of ranked degron similarity search based on DegronID score for eight selected 

degrons with validated cognate E3 either ASB7 (top, red) or KLHL15 (bottom, blue). X 

axis indicates rank of the 260k peptides in our library, y axis indicates DegronID score for 

each peptide.  Peptides for the eight selected degrons are colored and labelled, with color 

indicating cognate E3.  

 
  



 
  



Figure S3. DegronID predicted peptides with similar degron motifs in the same cluster. 
Related to Figure 5. 
For each meta-cluster indicated in Figure 4, including (A) CUL1:𝛽-TrCP, (B) CUL2:FEM1B, (C) 

CUL3:KLHL15, (D) CUL4: DTL, (E) CUL5:ASB7, the mutagenesis heatmaps and logo plots of 

selected peptides with similar motifs were shown. Individual peptides mapped by CRISPR 

screening, or validated to be the substrates of the corresponding cognate E3 ligase were marked 

with asterisks.   



 
  



Figure S4. Additional CRISPR screens that identified the cognate E3 ligases for CRL-degron 
peptides. Related to Figure 6. 
For each indicated peptide, CRISPR screening results are shown. For the CRISPR screens, the 

results were first analyzed by MAGeCK and the significantly enriched Cullin-adaptor pairs were 

identified and shown (Table S7; see STAR Methods for details).  



 
  



Figure S5. Selected CRL-degron peptides encoding similar motifs were validated as 
substrates of the same cognate E3 ligase individually. Related to Figure 6. 
Peptides encoding motifs resembling that of (A) ASB7; (B) KLHL15; (C) FEM1B were 

individually validated as the substrate of the E3 ligase by comparing their stabilities in WT and E3 

KO condition. The KO was generated by lentiviral infection of an sgRNA targeting the CRL-

adaptor, followed by puromycin selection to select the cells expressing the sgRNA.  (D) ORFs 

containing motifs for KLHL15 and identified in BioPlex 3.0 as KLHL15 interacting proteins were 

individually validated as KLHL15 substrates by comparing their stabilities in WT and KLHL15 

KO cells. Three other randomly selected proteins lacking a FRY-like domain or any known 

association to KLHL15 were also measured as negative controls. In the bar plot to the right, each 

point represents the change in modal stability between the KLHL15 KO vs. WT cells for one ORF. 

Putative KLHL15 substrates are gathered on the left column, overlaying the pink bar, and negative 

control ORFs overlay the grey bay. The bar heights represent the mean of all points in that group. 

Error bars represent standard error of the mean. 



 
  



Figure S6. Half-life assay, peptides regulated by FBXO38, FBXO21 and ASB7 are predicted 
to encode alpha-helical structures by secondary structure prediction program PROTEUS2. 
Related to Figure 7.  

(A) Cycloheximide chase immunoblot for FBXO21:IFNA8(5), ASB7:CCDC17(9), and 

FEM1B:UNC13D(26).  

(B) Alpha-helical structure predictions are shown for the indicated peptides.  

(C) Docking structure for FBXO21:IFNA8(5) as predicted by AlphaFold2. Sidechains of 

critical degron residues mapped by saturation mutagenesis are shown and labelled with 

single-letter amino acid codes. Sidechains of potential degron-interacting FBXO21 

residues are shown and labelled with three-letter amino acid codes.   

(D) Co-immunoprecipitation immunoblot data for FBXO21 KO 293T cells stably expressing 

IFNA8(5) (WT or mutant) fused to GFP and transfected with Flag-FBXO21.  



 
  



Figure S7. E3-degron docking by AlphaFold2 identified critical degron residues consistent 
with that revealed by saturation mutagenesis, co-immunoprecipitation, and GPS. Related to 
Figure 7. 

(A) Docking structures for FEM1B to identified degron peptides from DPP4(25) and 

UNC13D(26). In the zoomed-in windows, candidate critical residues on both the ligase 

and degron are highlighted. For DPP4(25), docking for WT peptide (…WATYL…) and 

optimized mutant peptide (…WVTYL…) are shown. Shown degron residues are labelled 

with single-letter amino acid codes. Sidechains of FEM1B residues that were mutagenized 

in validation experiments are shown and labelled with three-letter amino acid codes.  

Purple dashed lines indicate atomic contacts made by FEM1B with DPP4(25) A12, 

WVTYL 28mer V12, or UNC13D(26) L22. Contacts were identified through ChimeraX 

as intermolecular pairs of atoms with VDW overlap > -0.4Å, which produced similar 

results to using atomic center-center distance < 4.0Å. 

(B) Co-immunoprecipitation immunoblot data for FEM1B KO 293T cells stably expressing an 

optimized FEM1B degron peptide (…WVTYL…) fused to GFP and transfected with Flag-

FEM1B (WT or mutant).  

(C) Flow stability data for GFP-optimized FEM1B degron peptide (…WVTYL…) with KO, 

stably expressed WT or stably expressed mutant FEM1B. The residues Y84 and H345 do 

not touch the degron and their mutations show WT stability and continue to bind the degron 

peptide as expected. 
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